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5096DT/A2 

ALERT2 Data Transmitter 

Version Updates 
 

Version 5.9 03/18/2019 

1. Added support for FEC high data rate (HDR). 

2. Added a one year GPS time change limit to prevent bad GPS times from changing time. 

 

Version 5.8 05/02/2017 

1. Fixed logged memory display error by GET-MEM of future report times. 

2. Fixed invalid GPS time sync states from communication error. 

3. Fixed invalid GPS time set when GPS time sync lock toggled. 

4. Set data report time stamp to scheduled sample time instead of time after sensor warm.  

5. Fixed disable of event and wind event enable when parameter skipped in set command. 

6. Added TBR capability to EV-1,CTR-1,CTR-2 for additional rain gauges. 

7. Changed wind direction default change to transmit from 1 to 90 degrees. 

8. Add time stamp for multiple event data in GSR. 

 

Version 5.7 10/03/2016 

1. Changed sensor parameter msr to rpt to support GSR, TBR, MSR, MMR report types. 

2. Merge TBR, GSR, MSR, and MMR report in one MANT packet. 

3. Offset GPS time read to prevent interference with TDMA timer. 

4. Use transmit holdoff for non TBR data reports if set by drift or TDMA offset. 

5. Added TDMA timed report holdoff parameter to SET-TDMA command. 

6. Holdoff on data packets until one second before TDMA slot time unless TEST report. 

7. Order sensor data reports logged and transmitted by sensor ID. 

8. Removed test transmit on RESET or power up that was added in version 5.6. 

 

Version 5.6 05/17/2016 

1. Fixed data logging and transmit when GPS time not locked but time already set. 

2. INIT command will prevent data logging and transmit until GPS time lock or manual time set. 

3. Test transmit from command or button now logs data transmitted. 

 

Version 5.5 05/03/2016 

1. Fixed wind average and peak computation reset to 0 on GPS time sync correction. 

Only reset wind average and peak values when timed or sample intervals changed. 

 

Version 5.4 04/12/2016 

1. Added trim parameter to analog sensors. When enabled will set calibrated reading to transmit 

threshold when below threshold. 

2. Changed sensor MSR parameter to enable and use sensor id number in MSR report. 
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3. Fixed peak wind reset to 

zero when wind speed drops to 0. 

4. Fixed combination of active status sensor readings. 

5. Fixed event and counter reset time display in showall. 

 

 

Version 5.3 09/18/2015 

1. Added TEST-TX command to transmit at test data packet on ALERT2 radio for 5 seconds. 

a. The TDMA parameters are modified to force a transmission after 5 seconds. 

b. The hop limit for the test transmit packet is set to 0. 

c. The test packet data uses an invalid report number 0 to prevent base station decoding. 

d. The normal TDMA and hop limit parameters are restored after the test. 

2. Fixed error in SET-EVRESET that prevented the disabled command usage: 

3. SET-EVRESET 2,0 

4. Removed clock drift test from test level 2. 

5. Added command SET-TIME as an alias for TIME= to set the transmitter time manually. 

6. When transmitter time set manually by SET-TIME or TIME= then do not reset local time by invalid 

GPS time while waiting for GPS time sync lock. After GPS time sync lock, the local time is 

adjusted automatically. 

7. Changed GPS time zone label from UTZ to UTC. 

8. Changed default ALERT2 hop limit to 1 from 7 (disabled). 

9. Changed default ALERT2 TDMA slot centered to 1 (true) from 0 (false). 

 

Version 5.2 10/31/2014. 

1. Disable powerdown while ALERT2 read in progress. 

2. Interrupt GPS time read on startup when key pressed. 

3. Changed GPS Time Valid label to GPS Time Status Locked. 

4. Do not log or transmit data until time set manually or by GPS. Override with test mode on. 

5. Changed Event Threshold label to Txmit Threshold. 

6. Update local time if daylight savings time enabled/disabled. 

7. Changed default transmit times to 1hour, sample times to 5 minutes. 

 

Version 5.1 12/24/2013. 

1. Removed TDMA frame start offset parameter. 

2. Fixed READ-TIME command display of GPS and local time. 

3. Renamed command SET-SERV to SET-MANT. 

4. Removed GPS parameters from SET-MANT. 

5. Fixed CTRL-C print stop. 

 

Version 5.0 07/26/2013. 

1. Changed radio transmit format from ALERT1 to ALERT2. 

2. Added commands to setup ALERT2 encoder board source address, TDMA, MANT, and RF 

parameters. 

3. Reorganized SET-sensor commands to be uniform. 
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4. SET- sensor commands 

set ALERT2 sensor ID, MSR, TBR flag. 

5. Sensor calibration includes decimal digits displayed to enable floating point data. 

6. Added command READ-TIME to set transmitter time from ALERT2 encoder GPS. 

7. Set local time zone name and offset. 

8. Added test mode to set test flag in transmit packet and override GPS time sync hold-off. 

9. Added programmable timer to turn off test mode, default is 1 hour. 

10. Baud rate fixed at 9600. 


